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For more than 20 years, we have been investing in the develop-
ment of liquid forms and the research to unlock the spectacular 
beauty secrets of this trace element Silicium. With our knowled-
ge in the field of mobility and skin care  it was time to explore 
new horizons to offer you an innovative range of products to 
meet your expectations. 

For decades we have known the immense benefits of silicium in 
skin care and today the world of beauty is discovered.

The world of Silicium is yours thanks to the  SilXpert technology.

SilXpert leverages all the power of bioavailable Silicium to fight 
against aging of the skin and to take care of the skin.
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Bioactivated Silicium (B.S.)
Silicium is known to accelerate the growth of fibroblasts 
and to increase the synthesis of elastin and collagen. B.S. 
deeply moisturizes the skin, regenerates cells and protects 
cell membranes from free radicals. However, B.S. is not a 
simple molecule of Silicium, studies have indeed proven that 
B.S. has remarkable potentiating properties and boosts the 
effectiveness of the molecules associated with it.

Freshwater Pearl Powder
This powder from Asian pearls contains more than sixteen 
amino acids as well as many minerals. It is invigorating, re-
fines pores, regenerates and embellishes dull skin, tiredness 
and wrinkles while preventing skin aging.

HDP-Complex
HDP-Complex (Complex Hydro Derma Permeate) is  exclusi-
vely developed by scientists of SilXpert. This activator ampli-
fies the effects of Silicium  and prepares the skin to capture 
effectively the assets in the deeper layers of the skin.



Cellular Silicium Boost
Drinkable Food Supplement

A genuine concentration of energy in the form of a drinkable 
solution. The CELLULAR SILICIUM BOOST acts in the heart of 
the cells to rejuvenate quickly and precisely the skin.

After several days, your skin is intensely revitalized and has 
regained her strength, its brilliance and perfection.

 

Food Supplement



Beauty begins from the inside. 

 



Absolute Lift Moisturizer
Day cream Anti-Aging

The pearly and melting texture of ABSOLUTE LIFT MOISTU-
RIZER offers a unique experience to enjoy every day.

The anti-wrinkle day cream fight stressors while preventing the 
formation of wrinkles and fine lines. Your complexion benefits 
an immediate radiance glow.

Your skin will be smooth, unified and sublimated.

Day Cream



Targets the visible signs of aging and helps the skin to regain its radiance.



Absolut Lift Recovery
Nigth Cream Anti-Aging

This ultimate anti-aging care takes advantages of the night to 
counter the aging parameters. Its pleasant texture regenerates 
the skin while you are asleep, giving you a plumped and bright 
skin in the morning. 

Over the week, the skin is redensified, wrinkles are smoothed and 
the complexion looks fresher and even.

 

Nigth Cream



For a younger and supple skin when you wake up. 



Master Serum Anti-Aging
Concentrated Lifting Serum

The MASTER SERUM ANTI-AGING intensly stimulates each cell 
of the face.

As sumptuous as powerful, this exceptional serum improves 
deeply the elasticity of the skin. Full hydrated, the skin beco-
mes firmer, smoothier, wrinkle lines will dissapear and the skin 
texture refined.

Your skin reveals an effulgent brightness.

  

Serum



Restores the skin’s elasticity and firmness.



Firming Eye Cream
Concentrated Eye Contour

The skin around the eyes is the most sensitive skin on the face.

The eye contour treatment helps to moisturize and prevent skin 
aging in this fragile area. It completes the use of the day-and night 
cream.  It will be applied with a refreshing metal ball to soothe 
redness and eliminate signs of puffiness and general fatigue.

 

Eye cream 



Reduces bags under the eyes & the appearance of wrinkles.



Perfect Skin Infusion
Charcoal Face Mask

The soft, silky texture of the mask will soothe and renew the 
skin. 

Using power similar to a concentrated serum, this mask has a 
double smoothing effect thanks to its tonic and lifting pro-
perties. It is rich in toning actives which visibly illuminates 
complexion, reducing the appearance of wrinkles and fine 
lines thanks to the presence of natural collagen.

Charcoal Mask



Leaves your skin cleaner, healthier, and smoother.



Smoothing Mask
Firming Sheet Mask

The smoothing mask uses tonic ingredients with lifting benefits. 

Fortified with natural collagen and an innovative cell booster, this 
powerful treatment has a firming and lifting effect while stimu-
lating the regeneration process of the skin and minimizing the 
appearance of wrinkles.

 

Tissue Mask



Immediate moisturizing and lifting effect.



Proven Effectiveness

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OF SKIN APPEARANCE

For many years, our Research Center has been studied the properties of Bioactivated Silicium 
molecules on crucial skin parameters. Several scientific experiments have investigated the poten-
tial of Bioactivated Silicium molecules on

       Skin’s collagen metabolism
       Biomechanical skin parameters (skin moisture, firmness, elasticity)
       Wrinkles formation

The study performed with women between 45 and 65 years shows that the oral administration 
and the local application of Bioactivated Silicium molecules significantly reduce wrinkles after 56 days. 
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Skin elasticity and firmness increased significantly after using Bioactivated Silicium molecules as demons-
trated respectively by Ua/Uf parameter increase and Uf parameter decrease.

Study performed with women aged between 45 and 65 years 
Comparison of values at the beginning of the study and after 56 days of use of Bioactivated Silicium molecules
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BIOACTIVATED SILICIUM IMPROVES 
BIOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SKIN
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BIOACTIVATED SILICIUM IMPROVES SKIN HYDRATION, FIRMNESS AND 
COLLAGEN CONCENTRATION.



Together, we contribute to

effective beauty
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